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Rainforest researcher

Tech professor leads global warming study in Puerto
Rico

July  2,  2014
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Researcher Tana Wood measures leaf temperatur…

HOUGHTON - Tropical forests are one of the earth's great

defenses against global warming. Through photosynthesis, the

forests take in more carbon dioxide than they release, helping to

limit environmental concentrations of the largely man-made

greenhouse gas seen as most responsible for climate change.

But with temperatures already inching up, some scientists are

concerned the forests won't be able to continue that function.

According to Michigan Technological University professor Dr. Molly

Cavaleri, climatological data and laboratory studies have indicated

that raising temperatures can both increase mortality in tropical

forests and change how those forests process CO2.

"These plants have evolved over millions in years in a very narrow

temperature range," Cavaleri said Monday. "They haven't evolved

to be able to deal with temperature change."

Now, Cavaleri is leading one of the first field studies to examine

the impacts of warming on tropical forests. Along with colleagues

Tana Wood from the Puerto Rico Conservation Foundation and the

U.S. Forest Service, and Sasha Reed of the U.S. Geological Survey,

she's set up a research station at the El Yunque National Forest in

Puerto Rico. Over the next three years they'll artificially warm both

tree canopies and soil and measure the effects on respiration, the

process by which both plants and soil release carbon dioxide, and
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photosynthesis, which plants use to capture the gas.

"With warming, there could be a tipping point where (trees) stop

taking in, and actually put out more CO2," she said. "This small

change in balance could cause more CO2 in the air and exacerbate

global warming."

Cavaleri said researchers have noted widespread changes in

tropical forests, including higher plant mortality, more woody vines

and some forests that have actually increased their growth rate.

Some theories show increased carbon dioxide helping forests and

increasing growth, while others predict decreased growth in the

long run, with "not much data on the ground" to prove either, she

said.

"People don't really know what's causing these changes," Cavaleri

said. "That's the benefit of a controlled experiment - by only

changing one thing, we can focus on the impact of changing

temperatures."

The El Yunque project, Cavaleri said, actually got its start back in

2009, with the Forest Service investing about $1 million since then

setting up workshops, infrastructure and logistics at the

International Institute of Tropical Forestry. Now, a three-year,

$960,000 grant from the Department of Energy is getting the

actual research underway.

Cavaleri said the project will build two or three 80- to 85-foot

towers to get into the forest's canopy, and will use heating wire

propped under branches to heat the upper extremities of trees by

4 degrees Celsius, a method that's been previously used in

Panama. Smaller trees and soil will be heated with infrared lamps

placed about three or four meters off the ground. Infrared

thermometers will be used to measure temperatures, and there

will be control plots left in their natural condition for comparison.

"No one has ever used this method in a site this wet, so there'll

be some troubleshooting to see if it works," Cavaleri said, adding

that there's a proposal under consideration to use soil rods for

additional work deeper in the soil.

Michigan Tech graduate student Alida Mau is also involved in the

research, and Cavaleri said she's hiring another grad student and

a full-time technician.

Cavaleri said she doesn't expect to propose solutions to global

warming or forests' woes after the study, but said it's possible

scientists could eventually develop plants better able to deal with

changing climates.

Her study, she said, "is more about understanding what's

happening and what's going to happen. We're not really

advocates for any particular kind of management."

To learn more about the research, go to forestwarming.org.
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